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Following Journal published by The International Centre for the study of Bengal Art:
Dhaka: Published by Prof: Enamul Haque. Bangladesh: ISSN: 1607- 1344

1. JOURNAL OF BENGAL ART: published by Dr. Enamul Haque: Chairman ,ISSN - 1607-1344:
The International Centre for study of Bengal Art. Dhaka, Bangladesh. following books.


Volume-2: 1997. Editors: Enamul Haque: some chapters;- The first common Denominator in !Bengal Art! The Scope for further Research in the Art of the Pala Age, by B.N.Mukherjee,The Revival of Hindu temple architecture in Bengal in the late sixteenth century, by George Michell, Individuality of Bengal Arts, by A.H.Dani, Hitherto unknown winged terracotta figures from chandraketugarh, by Enamul Haque, with other many chapters. Foolscape size. Pp 311,with many maps, Plates,plans,sculptures,text figures, temples,architecture,etc. Rs.2500/-


Volume-4: 1999: Gouriswar Bhattacharya Volume: editor: Enamul Haque,with
Gauriswar Prasasti, Bengal and South-East Asia Early Trade and Cultural Contacts, by Asok Datta, The Royal Charters of King Madanapala & the Chronology of the Pala Kings of Bengal and Bihar, by S.C. Mukherjee, Buddhist Painting during the reign of Harivarmadeva (end of the 11th c.) in South East Bangladesh, by Claudine Bautze Picron, with other chapters, foolscap size. Pp 520, with 180 plates, photographs, maps, charts, text figures, sculptures, temples, etc. Rs. 4000/-

Volume-5: 2000: Editor: Enamul Haque. (Geographical Location of Ancient Tamralipta Port, by Asok Datta, Musical World in the Clay Art of Chandraketugarh, by Gaurishankar De, The Buddhist Goddess Parnasabasri in Bangladesh and some other countries, by Gaurisankar De, with other articles) Foolscap size. Pp 320, viii, with 150 plates, maps, text figures, many photographs in colour. Rs. 2500/-

Volume-6: 2001: Editor: Enamul Haque. ) Three Interesting Jaina Sculptures from Dinajpur, by Gerd J.R. Mevissen, Narrative paintings in 12th-13th century manuscripts: an Examination of Photographs taken by Rahula Sankrtyayana at the monastry, Tibet, by Eva Allinger, with many articles. Dhaka, 2001, foolscap size. Pp 290, with over 160 plates, maps, plans, temples, etc. Rs. 2500/-

Volume-7: 2002: Editor: Enamul Haque, (the paintings in the loka hteik pan at Pagan, Mynamar, : stylistic connection with paintings from Bengal, by Eva Allinger, The Pensive !BodhiSatva From Uddiyana, Swat Valley to Pattikera, Mainamati, A Unique Example from Magadha (South Bihar), by Gauriswar Bhattacharya, with other articles, foolscap size, pp 305, with over 200 plates, many plates in colour, plans, temples, text figures, sculptures, Rs. 2500/-


Volume:9 & 10: 2004-2005: Dedicated to the Memory of Debala Mitra & Herbert Hartel. (with obituary : Debala Mitra & Herbert Hartel). Dhaka, 2005, foolscap size, pp 455, with over 250 colour, b/w plates, plans, temples, sculptures, text figures, etc. Rs. 3000/-


Following Books Published by BANGLADESH NATIONAL MUSEUM DHAKA:

12. ISLAMIC ART HERITAGE OF BANGLADESH: by Enamul Haque:
The present volume is presented on the Occasion of the 14th Islamic Conference of Foreign Ministers being held at Dhaka from 6th to 10th December 1983. This book to include as many items as possible along with illustrations & brief descriptions of depict the range of Art Heritage as manifested through Architecture, Inscription, Manuscripts, Calligraphy, Documents Coins, Wood-Works, Metal-Works, Ivory-Works, Arms, Jewellery, Ceramics, PAINTINGS, TEXTILE, etc.

Following Books: Published by Prof: Enamul Haque. Bangladesh:


4. Studies in Bengal Art Series. No:3:Archaeological Investigation in Bogra District: [From Early Historic to Early Mediaeval Period: by Shah Sufi Mostafizur Rahman. General Editor: enamul Haque. Bogra District a very significant place in Bangladesh Archaeology. This region was part of PUNDRAVARDHANA, one of the Ancient Janapadas of Bengal. Mahasthas has been indentified with ! Pundranagara ! the Capital of Pundarbardhana by the father of Indian Archaeology Sir Alexander Cunningham. [Survey sites being time & again related to Mahasthangar or Pundranagar, the urban site of Bengal…] Dhaka, 2000. Size. 11/9 . pp 300, Illus, 84 B/w plates, & 32 Colour plates, maps, tables. bibliography, index. ISBN- 984-814-001-8. Rs. 2500/-